
Today we will go over the next four exercises in the book Joseph Pilates wrote: 

The Scissors

The Bicycle

The Shoulder bridge

The Spine Twist


Equipment needed:

Theraband

Spiky ball

Triadball


Joseph Pilates book “Return to Life through contrology” was written as an at home 
workout practice. When you registered you received pictures of the mat exercises and 
the flyer/brochure Return to Life. We received this flyer and the pictures from one of our 
clients when we were teaching and living in NYC. The flyer/proposal was for the start of 
a project called “American Foundation For Physical Fitness”. In it Joe writes; “Hence 
Contrology’s method must be rigorously scientific: in accord with the dictates of human 
anatomy, physiology and psychology.” We feel it is therefore essential to integrate the 
latest science and understanding of anatomy, physiology and psychology into the 
method in order to stay true to the intent of the method. If we just do the exercises as 
he wrote them without integrating the latest science we believe we would be going 
against his intent. In this 4 week program we are going to “dissect” the exercises and 
the cues written, add science to it, and put it all together so that you understand the 
exercises and Joe’s intent better. For this we will use some of the principles of 
Spiraldynamik. Spiraldynamik is a therapy and movement model that was created 
almost 30 years ago in Zurich by Dr. Christian Larsen and French physiotherapist 
Yolande Deswarte. Spiraldynamik is a way to look at the body and creates a roadmap 
of how the body moves. For a quick overall explanation you can visit YouTube 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=fxkmHfHPOBk&t=51s
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16. The Scissors
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INSTRUCTIONS for "The Scissors" 

Pose 1 

Pose2 

Pose3 

Pose4 

NOTE 

(a) Take position illustrated 
(a) Bring legs upward until
(b) Your body rests on head, shoulders, upper arms,

neck and elbows, then with
(c) "Cupped" hands supporting hips
( d) INHALE SLOWLY
(a) "Split" legs scissors-like (left leg backward; right

leg forward)
(b) Legs stretched (knees locked)
(c) Toes (pointed) forward and downward
(a) EXHALE SLOWLY
(b) Alternate "split" legs scissors-like (right leg

backward; left leg forward)

Ropcal the foregoing scissors - like exercise six (6) times. 

CAUTIONS 

Pose 2 - Keep body rigid, move legs only, knees locked, toes (pointed) forward 
und downward. Try gradually to execute "split" so that toes of forward leg, in 
alternating movements, are beyond your vision; and backward leg, in alternating 
movements, likewise. 
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17. The Bicycle
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INSTRUCTIONS for "The Bicycle" 

Pose 1 

Pose2 

Pose3 

Pose4 

NOTE 

(a) Take position illustrated
(a) Raise body on arms, elbows, shoulders, neck, and

head
(b) INHALE SLOWLY
(c) "split" legs (Pose 3)
(a) Bend right knee downward and backward and try to

"kick" yourself
(b) EXHALE SLOWLY

(a) "Pull" right leg straight backward
(b) INHALE SLOWLY

( c) Bend left knee downward and backward and try to
"kick" yourself

Repeat the foregoing "kicking" exercise five (5) times with each leg. 

CAUTIONS 

Pose 3 - Be sure to assume position as nearly as possible to that illustrated in this 
pose. Stretch each leg alternately forward beyond your vision with knee locked, 
toes (pointed) forward and downward. 
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The Scissor 

Joseph other versions 

The Bicycle 

Joseph other versions  

Differences 

Position of the scapula 

Show with bones - scapula and arm 

Outward spiral of the scapula 

Side note 

Mobility/tension 

Shoulder girdle and joint mobilizations 

Pectoralis minor release 

Shoulder strength  

Quadruped on elbows 

Position of the legs 
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18. The Shoulder Bridge
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INSTRUCTIONS for "The Shoulder Bridge" 

Pose 1 

Pose2 

Pose3 

Pose4 

Pose3 

Pose4 

NOTE 

(a) Take position illustrated
(a) Raise body on upper arms, elbows, shoulders, neck,

head, with both feet flat on mat or floor
(b) Grasp waist firmly with both hands as illustrated
(a) INHALE SLOWLY
(b) Raise right leg forward and upward to upright

position
(c) Toes (pointed) forward and downward
(a) EXHALE SLOWLY
(b) Lower right leg forward and downward without

bending knee and with knee locked
(c) Thrust chest upward and outward as far as possible

as illustrated in this pose
(a) INHALE SLOWLY
(b) Raise left leg forward and upward to upright

position
(c) Toes (pointed) forward and downward
(a) EXHALE SLOWLY
(b) Lower left leg forward and downward without

bending knee and with knee locked
(c) Thrust chest upward and outward as far as possible

as illustrated in this pose

Repeat left leg and right leg movements three (3) times. 

CAUTIONS 

Pose 3 - Toes pointed. knee locked right leg. Press foot firmly downward on mat 
or floor as each leg is lowered and chest thrust out. 
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The Shoulder Bridge 

Joseph other versions  

Differences 

Side note: 

Position of the legs 

Position of the arms: 

Inward spiral of the arm - Spiral flexion 
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19. The Spine Twist
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INSTRUCTIONS for "The Spine Twist" 

Pose 1 

Pose2 

Pose3 

Pose 4 

Pose3 

NOTE 

(a) Take position illustrated
(b) INHALE SLOWLY
(c) Sit perfectly upright in right angle position
(d) Chest out
(e) Abdomen "drawn" in
(f) Head up
(g) Arms (shoulder-wide, palms down) stretched

backward until shoulder blades lock
(h) Legs ( close together) resting full length on mat or

floor
(i) Toes (pointed) upward and backward
(a) Keeping arms and legs absolutely rigid
(b) EXHALE SLOWLY while
(c) Twisting body and turning head to right as far as

possible, then with two (2) further supreme mental
and physical efforts, strive to better your original
first attempt

( d) INHALE SLOWLY while
( e) Returning to position in
(a) Illustration
(a) EXHALE SLOWLY while
(b) Twisting body and turning head to left as far as

possible, then with two (2) further supreme mental
and physical efforts, strive to better your original
first attempt

(c) INHALE SLOWLY while
( d) Returning to position in
(a) Illustration

Repeal the foregoing exercise three (3) times left and three (3) times right, trying 
with each repetition to reach farther and farther backward. 

CAUTIONS 

Pose J - Keep arms and legs absolutely rigid. Shoulder blades locked. Twist 
body from spine only. Try to touch chin alternately to right and left shoulder. 
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The Spine Twist 

Joseph other versions 

Diferences  

Flexing of the feet 

Rotation of the spine 

Rotation and ribs 

Mimic the movement with hands 

Feel the space moving  

Diagonal breathing  

Sitting Thoracic rotation 

Sitting twist with the Theraband
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